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Abstract: Solar air heater is often used to warm air for residential heating and drying agricultural products. Developing a single-pass absorber of the solar air heater in the form of a wire mesh layer will significantly improve its performance under certain climatic conditions. To further increase the efficiency of the modified solar heater so that it can adapt to all climatic conditions, an automatic control system combined with a fan motor has been designed and integrated with the heater to provide it with suitable parameters such as temperature and airflow rate. To determine the effect of the automatic fan speed control affects solar air heater performance, an experimental investigation is presented in this paper. Under identical weather conditions, two tests were conducted for two consecutive days, one without and one with using automated fan speed control. The control system was programmed to regulate outlet air temperature with a range of 40 - 60 °C. Accordingly, the fan speed is automatically changed in response to temperature variations. Online monitoring and adjustment of temperature will increase air temperature stability and stop oscillations despite varying solar radiation levels during daytime hours. With greater thermal efficiency than conventional technique, this technology encourages more even airflow and improved heat transfer, raising surface temperatures in the heater duct. By using automated control, the thermal efficiency of the heater is increased by roughly 39.5 %.
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1. Introduction

Air or water can be employed as the principal heat transfer fluid in solar heating and cooling systems. The simplest use of solar thermal energy is the solar water heater (SWH)¹,². On the other hand, the SAH is solar thermal equipment that uses insolation to heat air by absorbing it. The SAH uses renewable energy for heating or cooling the air in buildings or for industrial processes. In low-temperature operations the SAHs are a common form of heat exchanger. A variety of industries can make use of the heat produced by the SAHs to dry agricultural products³-⁵ and as backup heaters in homes and residential applications⁶,⁷, for instance and to conserve power during the hot months. A domestic solar heating unit with high level of automation, specially designed to reduce energy consumption in Brazil⁸. The investigated system proved to be economically viable, saving expressive quantities of electrical energy and water if compared to traditional systems. The absorber plate is an essential part of SAH that converts solar energy into heat. A low heat transfer coefficient occurs between the absorbent plate and the moving air as a result of the thermophysical feature of air. This is causing the SAHs' primary flow to become apparent. To significantly improve the SAH's energy efficiency, extended, corrugated, and finned surfaces, baffles, barriers, and baffled surfaces on the absorber surface can all be adopted. Numerous attempts to increase SAH effectiveness have been undertaken in earlier studies relating to this topic. The best-performing barrier was one with a pentagonal shape, demonstrating how the structure and design of the barrier affect the SAH's effectiveness. Karsli³ evaluated the first and second rules of efficiency for four different kinds of flat plate SAHs. The experiment's findings revealed that the design of the heater and sun radiation has a significant influence on how well the SAH performs. Experimental research was done to estimate the energy efficiency of three different kinds of double-flow SAHs that used aluminum cans. The barriers or cans, according to an experimental investigation by Ozgen et al.⁹, ensure proper airflow to the absorption plate, create turbulence, and reduce heater dead zones. To determine the energy and exergy content of five distinct kinds of solar air absorbers, Benli⁹ carried out an experimental analysis. The results show that the surface shape of the absorber affects both the pressure drop and the heat transfer coefficient. Reducing the geometrical characteristics of various roughness, the
higher-pressure drop may be increased. The ribs or energy promoters which fixed on the surfaces has a wide application to increase pressure coefficient of air flow by reducing its velocity\textsuperscript{10-12}. Kulkarni and Kim\textsuperscript{13} quantitatively studied four different barrier shapes and three unique combinations in SAHs. Through the use of numerous solar air collectors, Jalil et al.\textsuperscript{14} evaluated the performance in high air temperature conditions. The results showed that it is easy to figure out how many collectors need to be linked in series to get the appropriate output air temperature. Singh et al.\textsuperscript{15} performed an experimental investigation on the effects of using double-pass converging inclined fins and wire mesh on the effectiveness of SAH. Double-pass SAHs with wavy fin absorbers were the subject of an experiment carried out by Jalil et al.\textsuperscript{16}. The absorber's lower and upper surfaces were joined to the fins. When wavy absorber findings are compared to those of flat absorbers, the thermal efficiency improvement was 80% and 84% for 3 and 7 wavy absorbers, respectively. To establish the greenhouse impact and capture solar energy, Ismaael et al.\textsuperscript{17} built a SAH as part of an atmospheric electric power generation model on a top layer that was twice as transparent. This allowed hot air to travel to the component that produces electricity. The results of the study demonstrated that increasing the number and surface area of the collector's skin SAHs enhances system performance. Providing a coating on the surface of the absorber can improve the performance of a triangle SAH. On absorber surfaces, Kumar et al.\textsuperscript{18} conducted a comparison of commercial paint coatings made using graphene-black paint and graphene/CeO\textsubscript{2}-black. In both instances, black paint with 2% nanomaterial incorporated in it is employed as a coating agent. Hussein et al.\textsuperscript{19} investigated the effect of pulsing flow as an active technique on the thermal efficiency of a double-pass SAH using a tubular solar absorber. Based on the results of the experiment, it was concluded that applying pulsing flow increases the rate of heat transfer. It was discovered that applying pulsating flow causes the outlet temperature to increase by roughly 25.6–27% when compared to the constant flow condition.

To increase the efficiency of the SAHs, the absorption plate of the SAH was reconfigured by Rasheed et al.\textsuperscript{20} in the form of a wire mesh layer and tilted at a specific angle. For three different mass flow rates, the heater was studied and contrasts with a conventional flat absorber plate. The modified SAH was shown to have significantly greater thermal efficiency than the conventional one. It promotes more even airflow through the absorber, increases the surface area, and accelerates heat transfer, all of which lead to higher surface temperatures in the duct.

One of the critical tasks in many automated systems is that adopts a feedback approach to the temperature of any room due to solar radiation to achieve automatic heat regulation. These systems need to use specialized sensors, from basic to sophisticated ones, and environmental monitoring software, to enable measuring and viewing the temperature value in the space. The regulation of room temperature is a topic that is extensively covered in research papers in the literature. The most significant may be summed up as follows:

The temperature inside a room may be adjusted by using a fan speed control system. V. Bhatia and G. Bhatia\textsuperscript{21} developed a fan PWM speed control system depending on temperature variations inside the room. Kesarwani et al.\textsuperscript{22} created a case study to regulate the temperature in systems utilizing microcontrollers, TRIACS, and bridge rectifiers. The design and development of a temperature distribution control system used in a neonatal incubator were proposed by Widhiada et al.\textsuperscript{23} to guarantee a baby's utmost wellness. A microcontroller-based incubator system was used in the experiment for temperature detection, control and humidity management. This has shown to be a very helpful tool for infant care and well-being. A temperature control system concept that might be executed on the Tudung Saji microcontroller was proposed by Abdullah et al.\textsuperscript{24} utilizing Arduino IDE. Simulation software and experiments were applied to find the results. This research aims to prevent bacteria when a certain temperature has been attained. Because bacteria can be eliminated at a specific temperature, the software looks to be highly effective at controlling and even preventing bacteria. Through manual measurements using analog instruments like thermometers, hygrometers, and manometers, earlier measurements on Server Room Temperature (SAR) had been made to efficiently estimate air temperatures. The monitoring and control of these parameters are greatly hampered by simple manual measurements. Yu et al. 2011\textsuperscript{25} developed a control system that uses a wireless sensor network for ideal temperature management, making it simpler for operating and monitoring the conditions at any time. This effectively solved this problem. Logging is the procedure of gathering, analyzing, and storing data and events when performing a testing procedure using a system or a product. Sensor control is a component of data logging, which is used to collect and analyze data for monitoring systems and scientific research\textsuperscript{26-27}. Any type of transducer's electrical output may be automatically measured, and the value can be logged because the user specifies the type of information to be recorded, such as light intensity, temperature, relative humidity, voltage, etc.\textsuperscript{28-29}. It is possible to utilize a standard personal computer-based data-gathering system, but this option is, firstly, more expensive because it requires both a computer and a data logger. Secondly, the size is substantial. Thirdly, a strong battery pack is needed in a situation where there is no main supply because the power assumption is going to be high.\textsuperscript{30} Pradhapraj and Sivarathinamoorthy\textsuperscript{31} used the LabVIEW interface, which combines several sensors into a single system, for real-time monitoring of the performance of SAHs. Data acquisition (DAQ) made it possible to collect data such as temperature, humidity, sun
intensity, and user utilization of data queries. Jumaat and Othman measured solar panel properties using a variety of sensors, including a temperature sensor to gauge the panel’s temperature, an LDR sensor to gauge light intensity, a voltage divider to gauge output panel voltage, and a current sensor to gauge the panel’s output current. The outputs from these sensors were utilized by Arduino to demonstrate data on the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). To merge all components into one platform and operate consecutively, Pramod et al. created an open-source-based software application. A developed data recorder was tested in a 100 kg capacity powered by sunlight, an air-inflated drier, and a grain storage structure with a capacity of 0.5 tons. In the developed SAH, moisture decreased in the range of 22-14% (w.b) and finished in 7.5 – 9 hr as opposed to 11–12.8 hr in the sun. Raed and Han investigated a hybrid inclined solar chimney, by integrating the inclined solar chimney with an external heat source at an average temperature of only 88.0℃. The results show that the mean enhancement in the air temperature rise of the hybrid mode is 33% compared to the solar mode.

The modified SAH will be modified to works more efficiently and adapt to all regions and climatic conditions. The present paper was adopted an experimental test through design an automatic control system, integrated with the heating system to provide it with appropriate parameters such as temperature and airflow. For fast heating rates, an electric fan is used to produce a hot air stream. The fan speed is automatically changed in response to temperature variations. Although there are many data acquisition systems available today, they are expensive and have a lot of functions that may not be necessary for the proposed application. Consequently, this heater uses a cost-effective, customized, real-time monitoring of air specifications by the required temperature and air velocity during the heating process. The proposed SAH has been developed with open-source hardware and software, which makes it simple for us to online control and monitor temperature as well as the amount of airflow.

2. Research methodology

The proposed SAH system is generally built in two stages, the first stage is the construction of the SAH, and the second stage is the design of the automatic control and monitoring system.

2.1 Construction of the solar air heater

Figure 1 shows the overall setup of the proposed SAH system. The proposed heater comprises several components, a heating absorber plate, glazing, wire mesh layer, rigid frame, inlet duct, outlet duct, and insulator layer. The heated absorbent plate has a metal frame and is (1500 × 900 × 1) mm in size. The solar radiation transparent penetrated surfaces (glasses) have dimensions of 1500 mm by 900 mm and a thickness of 4 mm. The bottom and sides were insulated with polyurethane foam, and the absorber's net area is (1500 × 800) mm. It is built of aluminum sheets and painted with a dark black color.

![Fig. 1: The overall setup of the proposed SAH system](image)

Between the surface of absorber plate and the surface of glass panel, there is an 80 mm air-moving gap. The SAH has a mesh layer absorber made of aluminum wire that measures (1502 × 800) mm. With the help of a wire mesh absorber layer, the SAH system works to warm the air by absorbing solar radiation. The wire mesh is located diagonally with a tilt angle of 3° over the bottom insulator and under the glass cover. At the heater's air entry, the wire mesh layer is fixed to the upper surface of the duct, and at the air exit, it is fixed to the lower surface of the duct. The air driven by an electric fan enters the heater's duct and passes through slots in the wire mesh within the opening along the SAH duct. The air inlet and outlet area in the heater duct is (60×700) mm.

The wire mesh layer comprises wires with a 0.795 mm diameter and a 2.5 mm pitch. Two SAHs were constructed, one without electrical control and the other integrated with the automatic control and monitoring system. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic assembly of the SAH with a wire mesh layer absorber. The primary characteristics of the SAH are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of flow</td>
<td>Single-front pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAH box</td>
<td>Steel sheet 0.80 mm thickness, 900 mm×1500 mm×150 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulator</td>
<td>50 mm polyurethane foam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorber</td>
<td>From Aluminum, 900×1500×1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>4 mm tempered glass, normally ironed, 90% transmittance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coated absorber</td>
<td>0.20 - 0.49 Emissivity, 0.88-0.94 Absorptivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan</td>
<td>Cross-flow cooling fan (12V, 4.8W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Implementation of automatic control and monitoring system

The suggested heating system has three steps that it goes through to operate. A DHT11 temperature sensor is used in the first step to measure the temperature. The second step gets the temperature values from the DHT sensor module, transmits them to Arduino, and then transforms them into a meaningful percentage and a number in Celsius. Monitoring is the third step of the operation system, and it employs an LCD to provide temperature information. Single-wire serial communication is employed for data transmission between devices. The sensor module receives a start signal from the Arduino before receiving a response signal with information about the temperature. With a temperature range of 40 to 60 °C, the automated control system was set up to manage output air temperature. As a result, the fan speed adjusts itself automatically in reaction to temperature changes. As shown in the circuit schematic diagram of Fig. 3 and setup in Fig. 4, the following components make up the hardware of the control and monitoring system:

- Arduino Uno.
- DHT22 Sensor
- L293D Motor Driver IC
- 12 V DC Fan motor
- 12V Battery
- 16×2 LCD Display
- 2.2 kΩ Potentiometer
- Breadboard
- Uno

![Assembly of: A) schematic of SAH, B) image of the SAH with wire mesh layer absorber](image)

**Fig. 2**: Assembly of: A) schematic of SAH, B) image of the SAH with wire mesh layer absorber

![Assembly circuit schematic diagram of the temperature-based fan speed control and monitoring system.](image)

**Fig. 3**: Assembly circuit schematic diagram of the temperature-based fan speed control and monitoring system.

![Setup shows the temperature-based fan speed control and monitoring system](image)

**Fig. 4**: Setup shows the temperature-based fan speed control and monitoring system

### 2.2.1 Arduino UNO board

The Arduino boards are available in a range of sizes and forms. The Arduino UNO is the most popular model, which has been used in the current study. It controls every aspect of how the SAH works. The microcontroller board called UUO uses the ATmega328P. On this board, there are six analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a power connector, a USB connection, an ICSP header, and a reset
motor speed is managed 27). Five different settings are cycles to the DC fan motor. By sending these signals, the to send appropriate PWM signals with different duty SAH's air flow rate, this driver and Arduino are combined L293D driver IC as shown in Fig. 3. For managing the cooling DC fan motor (12 V, 3.6 W) is used and driven by

A DHT22 sensor is used to measure the temperature, which is then used to control the fan speed. This sensor comes in a 4-pin single-row device and has an integrated resistive-type humidity measuring component, an NTC-type temperature measurement element, and an 8-bit microcontroller with a quick reaction time. Serial communication, also referred to as "single-wire communication", is used by the DHT22 module. When compared to other sensors, this one is incredibly user-friendly and extremely accurate. This module transmits data as a pulse train for a predetermined period. It also takes about 4 m/s for the entire process. To ensure DHT detection, the Arduino delivers a high-to-low starting signal to DHT22 at the beginning. After pulling up the data line, the Arduino waits for 20–40 sec for the DHT to react. With an 80 sec time delay after receiving the start signal, the DHT sends an Arduino with a low voltage level response signal. The SAH system uses DHT22 sensors to measure the outlet air temperature of the SAH. According to the sensor's reading, the fan speed is changed. The Arduino UNO is used to receive and analyze the data collected from the sensor. The SAH exhaust fan performs temperature regulation when it removes excess moisture but the parameters remain below the required temperature limit.

2.2.3 L293D DC fan motor driver

When rapid heating rates are necessary, the heated air stream can be produced by an electric fan. A cross-flow cooling DC fan motor (12 V, 3.6 W) is used and driven by L293D driver IC as shown in Fig. 3. For managing the SAH's air flow rate, this driver and Arduino are combined to send appropriate PWM signals with different duty cycles to the DC fan motor. By sending these signals, the motor speed is managed 27). Five different settings are changed using the proposed software to control the fan. The fan will be turned off and data will be demonstrated on the LCD if the value of temperature falls below 40°C. If the temperature is between 40 and 45 °C (25% duty cycle), the DC fan will begin operating at a low speed. The fan will operate at medium speed if the temperature is between 45 and 50 °C (50 % duty cycle). When the temperature fluctuates between 50°C and 55°C, the fan will operate at high speed (75% duty cycle). Finally, the fan will operate at its highest (full) speed if the temperature is greater than or equal to 55°C (100% duty cycle).

2.2.4 Liquid crystal display LCD

An LCD is employed to monitor the temperature data in the SAH and provides data while controlling the air conditions leaving the SAH. The LCD shown in Fig. 2, which is directly connected to Arduino in 4-bit mode, shows the temperature and airflow rate readings. The LCD's RS, EN, and D4-D7 pins are connected to the Arduino's digital pins 2–7. Additionally, a DHT11 sensor module is connected to Arduino's digital pin 12 using a 5k pull-up resistor.

3 Experimental Procedures

Several experiments must be carried out as part of the SAH's research and development procedure to test the SAH's effectiveness. Measuring will be integrated with the SAH setup to record the required readings. The total effectiveness of the SAH system depends on a variety of factors. Experimental tests were conducted on 3rd and 4th May 2023 in Baghdad city, Iraq (33.333° latitude, 44.433° longitude) from 7:00 am to 5:00 pm during sunny weather. Iraq is located in a Northern Hemisphere location that has good access to solar energy. It was assumed that the heater's slope matched the value of the local latitude. The thermal performance of the proposed SAH using a wire mesh layer on a flat plate for two operation modes was investigated and experimentally evaluated in this study. The first mode is without use of a control system on the speed of the fan motor, a constant fan speed (CFS) at a value of 0.3 m/s, while the other mode employs an automatic control system that controls the airflow rate and temperature regulation via using automatic variable fan speed (VFS). The VFS mode utilizes an automated operation with temperature-based fan speed control and monitoring based on online data coming from the DHT22 sensor under the supervision of an Arduino controller.

The primary function of the proposed absorption panel is to capture heat from the incident solar radiation. This action leads to heating the air passing through the SAH. The benefit of adding a wire mesh absorption layer is that it makes the airflow uniform, improves thermal conductivity, and raises the air temperature. The setup of the temperature control and monitoring system illustrated in Fig. 4 shows how to wire up the Arduino with all of the necessary parts for temperature-based fan motor speed monitoring and control. The DHT22 sensor is positioned in front of the SAH's air outlet to estimate the air temperature as shown in Fig. 5. Based on the amount of solar radiation and the heated air temperature, the fan speed is automatically adjusted.
According to the requirements of the control system, the fan speed is programmed via four PWM signals (with different four values of duty cycles coming from the Arduino to get four different values of air flow rate. The air speeds were measured by the anemometer at the SAH outlet as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Characteristics of the measurement instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Readings</th>
<th>Duty cycle (%)</th>
<th>Air speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Air flow rate (kg/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system's brain, the Arduino, manages all operations. The voltage signal that outputs from the DHT22 is proportional to the measured temperature in Celsius. The operational range for temperature is 40–60 °C. The sensor output is used to calibrate a digital signal. For the case of CFS mode, two groups of T-type thermocouples were utilized for measuring temperature data during the first stage of the operation. The first group measures the exit temperature $T_o$ values at a point 3 cm in front of the orifice meter as shown in Fig. 6, while the second group measures the entrance temperature $T_i$. Data on air temperature, air velocity, and solar radiation were collected from 7 am to 5 pm.

4 Thermal Analysis

Equation 1 has been used to describe the air mass flow rate. While Equation 2 and Equation 3 have been used to find the SAH’s efficiency and the heat gained by the SAH depending on the mass flow rate, respectively. These equations were utilized to analyze the thermal performance of the solar air heating system:

$$m_a = \rho A V$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\eta_c = \frac{m_a C_p a (T_o - T_i)}{A_c I}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$Q_u = m_a C_p a (T_o - T_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

5 Results and Discussion

Figures 7 and 8 depict the exterior climatic conditions for the two successive days, the third and fourth of May 2023, corresponding to the two modes of operation, CFS and automatic VFS. These two days were found to have almost the same solar strength. The highest worldwide solar radiation in the SAHs' was measured with a value of 965 W/m² at 12:00 in the CFS mode, while it was measured by 940 W/m² in the automatic VFS mode at 12:00 in the VFS mode. Radiation is low in the morning, steadily building up to a peak around midday, and then gradually decreasing until it reaches its lowest point around sunset. The ambient temperature followed a similar pattern to solar radiation and peaked at 15 o'clock.

Fig. 7: Variation solar radiation and ambient temperature vs. standard local time for the CFS mode (3 May 2023).
Figure 9 shows the change of temperatures of the outlet air ($T_{o1}$, $T_{o2}$) of the SAH in the two modes of operation control, the CFS and automatic VFS, respectively. The daily average outlet air temperature in the AFS case is considered higher compared to that of the CFS case, specifically, during the peak hours in the middle of the day. The temperature VFS curve relatively drops due to the automatic increase in the fan speed as a result of the activation of the control system.

For the fan speed control mode (VFS curve), it is observed that the temperature increases somewhat more than the constant fan speed mode (CFS curve) during the daylight hour periods in the morning (8-10:30) hr as well as after midday in the period (14-17) hr, as solar radiation is weak. This is because the automatically controlled fan in the VFS mode runs at a low speed associated with the low temperature at that time as compared to the constant fan speed in the case of CFS mode. The difference is clear because the air is almost static and does not flow over the static surface and depends only on the force of the buoyancy. But it is noticed, in the middle of the day during the period (11-14) hours, that the CFS curve rises above the automatic VFS curve, as the fan speed increases automatically due to elevate temperature rates during this period until it reaches its peak value at 12:30, and thus the flow rate increases, while the flow rate remains constant in the CFS mode, despite the temperature rises in this mode to higher levels than the VFS mode.

Figure 10 shows the variation in thermal efficiency of the SAH during the day under the two operation modes. It is noted that maximum efficiency values appear in the middle of the day as a result of the high rates between the inlet and outlet temperature difference and solar radiation.

According to the results of the experiments, the average thermal efficiency of the SAH with the wire mesh layer under constant fan speed (CFS) was 31.9%, whereas it was 44.5% for the heater when it was combined with an automated fan speed control system (VFS). This indicates that the heating system's efficiency has increased by 39.5%.

Figure 11 shows the sun's irradiance and the corresponding automatic variations in fan speed throughout the day. From sunrise until midday, both radiation and fan speed gradually rise according to changing SAH temperatures until they peak at (12-15) o'clock and then both fall until sunset, resulting in efficient automatic fan speed adjustments in response to temperature and solar radiation levels.
6. Conclusions

This study presents the design and implementation of automatic control and its effect on the performance of a SAH equipped by a wire mesh absorber at different speed of air (0.14 m/s, 0.3 m/s, 0.45 m/s and 0.5 m/s). From the collected data and the calculated results, it can be deriving the following conclusions:

- The results show the usability of the system has been enhanced by several advanced features, such as providing the necessary temperatures and hot air streams for thermal applications in various climatic zones.
- The proposed method is based on employing automatic digital control circuits and integrating them into the SAH system combined with a wire mesh absorber technique for online temperature regulation to improve the heat transfer process represented by capturing and converting solar radiation quickly and easily into heat energy for various thermal applications and under different climate conditions.
- The study shows that, in comparison to maintaining a constant fan speed during daylight hours, altering the fan speed automatically to provide the appropriate air mass flow rate by temperature values provides energy savings and achieves temperature values that are balanced according to the required range. The automatic control for the solar air heater results in enhancing thermal efficiency by about 39.5%.
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Nomenclature

- $A_c$: Area of collector (m$^2$)
- $A_h$: Duct cross-section area (m$^2$)
- $C_p$: Air-specific heat (kJ/kg.K)
- $D_h$: Equivalent hydraulic diameter (m)
- $I$: Global solar radiation (W/m$^2$)
- $L$: Hight of duct (m)
- $m_{a}$: Air mass flow rate (kg/s)
- $Q_u$: Useful thermal gain (W)
- $R_e$: Reynolds number
- SAH: Solar air heater
- $t$: Local time (hr)
- $T_1$: Ambient temperature (°C)
- $T_{mesh}$: Temperature of wire mesh of SAH (°C)
- $T_P$: Temperature of flat plate of SAH (°C)
- $T_{o1}$: Temperature of outlet air of flat plate of SAH (°C)
- $T_{o2}$: Temperature of outlet air of wire mesh of SAH (°C)
- $v$: Kinematic Viscosity (m$^2$/s)
- $V$: Average velocity of air (m/s)
- $W$: Width of duct (m)
- $\eta_{th}$: Thermal efficiency of the heater (%)
- $\rho$: Air Density (kg/m$^3$)
- $\Delta T$: Temperature difference (°C)
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